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Chapter 1 : City Shifters The Pride | Layla Nash
In Chasing Trouble, the second story in the City Shifters, The Pride series we have Benedict and Eloise's romance - and
talk about opposites attract. Benedict comes from a very wealthy, prominent lion shifter family, he's the lawyer for both
the Pride and the family.

When Benedict is bailing out his brother at the local jail he sees how Eloise is being treated by the police and
make a split second decision to represent her. In short order Eloise will steal his heart, his wallet and his
clothes â€” and bring him and his pride into some serious undertakings that will have long reaching effects.
His family already wants him far away from her and rightly so. Chasing Trouble packs a serious punch with
believable situations and realistic characters â€” yes, I know this is supernatural, but within that world, I can
easily relate to what is happening. Eloise would easily be considered a myth, even in this world, and her
powers and abilities have only begun to be tapped. If she can get control, she will be a formidable ally and
feared enemy. Benedict and Eloise gave me many chuckle worthy moments, some serious sizzle and an
enjoyable opposites attract couple that make perfect sense together. The world building continues to add depth
to the series. The secondary characters are being fleshed out into people who will one day tell their own
stories, but in the meantime they are becoming a strong, tightly knit group. Never trust that you know
everything until the final page is turned. This book is the 2nd in the City Sifters: The Pride series and ends in
an HEA. Benedict, the clown of the Chase pride, discovers Eloise as she is being arrested. He realizes she is
his mate and tries to befriend her. Eloise is a gorgon medusa. She can turn people into stone with just a look.
This book had all of the feels â€” romantic, suspenseful and humorous. Logan and Natalia are in this book, but
Logan really comes across as rude. I am giving the book 5 stars. This series is very good.
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Chasing Trouble (City Shifters: the Pride Book 2) - Kindle edition by Layla Nash. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Chasing
Trouble (City Shifters: the Pride Book 2).

Reviews Chasing Trouble City Shifters: This book is the 2nd in the City Sifters: The Pride series and ends in
an HEA. Benedict, the clown of the Chase pride, discovers Eloise as she is being arrested. He realizes she is
his mate and tries to befriend her. Eloise is a gorgon medusa. She can turn people into stone with just a Pet
Another good story. I really like this authors writing. One of the things I loved about the first one was that the
family fought to get them together as much as the main characters did, that was sadly not the case in this book.
Benedict stood by Logan in his fight for Natalia, and yet even after This is the first shifter romance where the
heroine was not human but not like other shifters either, which made the story that much more exciting. Holly
Wow a gorgon love story!!! Eloise is an awesome heroine and Benedict is just such a sweetie. Really good
read with a pretty unique story. I really enjoyed this story. If I thought the first one was good, I really thought
this one was even better. The first book introduced the reader to a family of lion shifters, the Chase brothers.
They are rich, powerful, and none of them were mated until Logan, the leader of their pride, found his mate,
Natalia. This time around, Benedict Who could ask for more. Benedict chase is at the jail bailing out his
younger brother when he see the police manhandlingA young woman. Val hired Eloise to pay a ransom to get
her daughter Lacey, back. But it all went to hell when the police showed up a Barbara Given to me for an
honest review. Benedict comes to bail out his brother and manages to bail someone else out. She looks ill and
weak. The 2 cops are being especially rough with her. Benedict takes her to a restaurant to eat. He gets up to
answer a phone call and she lifts his wallet. She disappears and exp Jaime Deliver 10 grand or the missing
hyena princess Eloise faces an impossible deadline, betrayal, trust issues and discovery of her fated mate. Add
to the mix her gorgon side going out of control and it makes for a great story. Never heard of a gorgon before?
Neither had I, but think Medusa and the ability to turn people to stone. He is bailing the youngest Chase
brother, Atticus, out of jail for fighting when he sees a young woman being abused by two officers. He takes
on her case pro bono, gets her out on bail, and takes her to lunch. There she ditches him, picking his wallet on
the way out the door. Christine Croke Can a criminal and a lawyer get together? A very well written story and
it had me hooked right from the start. Benedict is a lawyer. He stops by the jail to bail out his brother who is in
trouble again and ends up helping this tiny waif of a girl. He has to have her as soon as he sets eyes on her.
Eloise is a criminal, not a violent one but a criminal nonetheless. She is attracted to him but thinks it will never
work. She is in trouble with the q Kristen Gough This is the second book in the City Shifters series and I loved
reading this! Benedict goes to bail his brother Atticus out of jail and ends up rescuing a woman who is being
manhandled by the police in the process. The woman he rescues, Eloise ends up being a gorgon and this is
very different than what is typically found in shifter romances and I loved the uniqueness of this addition to
the story. Eloise is in trouble though and on a mission with I really liked that book. Benedict and others
seemed almost passive. She can freeze someone by summoning her power and staring at them. The one trait of
her gorgonness Nicole I was given an ARC of the book from the author for an hoenst review. I think the story
was fun, entertaining and had a little bit of mystery. With short stories, the direction of the plot is quite
predictable, but I was mildly surprised for the little twist that was added in this one. Benedict and Eloise are
the kind of couple that are totally opposite but made for each other, and I found them quite endearing at times;
especially, when Eloise took Jody Ben, the lawyer, ends up meeting a woman who has trouble with the law,
hyenas and her hair. In this book the Pride lawyer meets his mate. Yes, this is a HEA so no worries. Candy
Laine After Natalia and Logan get together, Benedict is going about business as usual. Till Atticus gets into
trouble and needs to be bailed out. He bails her out and she robs him! Ingibjorg Frid Read the first page of this
book in a book in a Box set I bought and had to buy it Natalie Chasing TroubleOoh these are just getting better
and better, they just love getting into all sorts of trouble. Ellen I think this one is even better than the first book
in the series. Lenna Wright-Berry Never read Ms. Even if the is the second story I got into what this was about
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with no confusion. ARC was given for a honest review Domini Maxwell Getting betterBook one was great but
this is one is awesome I have no read any sup books about the Gorgons Book w is a success Lori Excellent
book. Not quite so awesome as book 1. More sex, less story.
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Chapter 3 : Chasing Trouble Audiobook | Layla Nash | calendrierdelascience.com
Chasing Trouble by Layla Nash Eloise Deacon has a deadline: deliver a hyena princess and ten grand in ransom money
in less than two days, or Eloise will pay with her life. The only problem is, she can't find the princess and barely has two
nickels to rub together.

Thrill of the Chase Up-and-coming chef Natalia Spencer has enough on her plate dealing with a struggling
restaurant and a corrupt manager selling her out of pantry and kitchen. Until, of course, he buys her restaurant
and saves her life. Logan Chase, alpha of his lion shifter pride, is intrigued when the feisty chef kicks him out
of her restaurant. But when he shifts in front of her and his lion comes out to play, he risks losing Natalia
forever. Natalia just wants to cook and snuggle with a nice guy. Can she and Logan create a steamy
relationship from scratch, or are they a recipe for disaster? Chasing Trouble Eloise Deacon has a deadline:
Benedict Chase spends most of his time chasing trouble for his brothers. So what if her hair literally has a
mind of its own and most of the shifters in the city are after her? Will he go against the Pride to save her,
risking everything the Chase brothers have built? Storm Chaser Sophia Frazier only fights for money. With
her life before age twelve a complete blank, the search for her identity and family carries a hefty price tag.
How can he possibly teach Sophia to control her leopard? With only a week to learn how to shift before the
Council has her executed, Sophia fights to find her place in the world and the Chase family. Loving Atticus
should be enough, but as they both run out of time, storms gather and Sophia faces the fight of her life. And
when a rival alpha propositions her with a marriage of convenience at the cost of her power, she rejects him.
She aches for him. Even for true love. Can she relinquish enough control, and trust him enough, to cut to the
chase and find their happily ever after? Chasing the Dream Ivy Peterson is close to finishing off the men
responsible for experimenting on her and dozens of other shifter kids when a rogue pack puts her in the
Auction. The werelion looks as adrift as she feels after losing her mate. Ivy holds the key to many of the
mysteries the Chase family faces â€” and she might even hold the key to his broken heart. Ivy just wants to
finish off the evil entrepreneur who funded the experiments. He shows her something more, something better.
Will their wounded hearts heal and love again, or are they chasing different dreams? A Chase Christmas
Natalia Chase just wants the first family Christmas with her husband and his pride of unruly lion shifter
brothers to be perfect. But a simple trip to pick out a Christmas tree turns into a rescue mission when they
discover three shifter wolf cubs abandoned in the forest. When a blind date goes badly wrong, she discovers
that the world of fae and a city full of shifters actually exist. When Meadow is kidnapped by a rogue pack,
Rafe will pay any price and fight any monster to rescue her. Awesome content, never spam, what are you
waiting for?
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Chapter 4 : Layla Nash Book List - FictionDB
Chasing Trouble packs a serious punch with believable situations and realistic characters - yes, I know this is
supernatural, but within that world, I can easily relate to what is happening. Eloise would easily be considered a myth,
even in this world, and her powers and abilities have only begun to be tapped.

Paranormal Romance Dec Lacey Szdoka stays busy as the hyena queen, but after her fianc? She wants to
finish off the evil pack outside the city, hunt down the mastermind behind their dark crimes, and drag the
hyena clan into legitimacy Paranormal Romance Nov Delilah Sanders dreams of life in the big city but gets as
far as the next town over before everything falls apart. When her crazy best friend signs up for a mail order
bride dating site, Hannah signs up as well just for laughs -- exc The only sanctuary she knows is with her
godmother, Rosie, in a little town called Bear Creek. SJ is ready for a fresh start and no Paranormal Romance
Sep Kira Lewis hides her jaguar shifter side every day, just so she can focus on her research and finally finish
her degree. Fantasy Apr Hustling as a waitress is a far cry from being the most feared witch in the world. But
after surviving ten years of war between humans and supernaturals, Lily finds anonymity a relief. Paranormal
Romance Dec Sunshine Wilkes runs a shelter and escape route for women with nasty husbands. She handles
whatever the world throws at her Reaching the investigator who hired her, Smith, Paranormal Romance May
Kara flees a rogue pack to save her own life, but knows she has to go back to save her brother, Nick. When the
rogue wolves chase her, though, Kara faces a lonely death in the Paranormal Romance May Natalia Chase just
wants the first family Christmas with her husband and his pride of unruly lion shifter brothers to be perfect.
But a simple trip to pick out a Christmas tree turns into a rescue mission when they discover three shifter wolf
cubs ab Paranormal Romance May Ivy Peterson is close to finishing off the men responsible for
experimenting on her and dozens of other shifter kids when a rogue pack puts her in the Auction. And when a
rival alpha propositions her with a marriage of convenience at the cost of her power, she rejects him. Happily
ever after might not be in her cards, but she refuses to give up her power, her pack, Paranormal Romance May
Meadow Crawford sees things that no one else does. When a blind date goes badly wrong, she discovers that
the world of fae and a city full of shifters actually exist. Paranormal Romance Apr Eloise Deacon has a
deadline: Paranormal Romance Apr Sophia Frazier only fights for money. With her life before age twelve a
complete blank, the search for her identity and family carries a hefty price tag. Paranormal Romance Apr
Up-and-coming chef Natalia Spencer has enough on her plate dealing with a struggling restaurant and a
corrupt manager selling her out of pantry and kitchen. Crossroads Burning Horror Sass Luckett is cursed.
Chapter 5 : City Shifters: the Pride Series by Layla Nash
City Shifters: the Pride Series. Thrill of the Chase. by Layla Nash. Â· Ratings Â· 86 Reviews Â· published Chasing
Trouble.

Chapter 6 : Chasing Trouble City Shifters: the Pride, #2 - ePub - Layla Nash - Achat ebook | fnac
Eloise Deacon has a deadline: deliver a hyena princess and ten grand in ransom money in less than two days, or Eloise
will pay with her life. The only problem is, she can't find the princess and barely has two nickels to rub together.

Chapter 7 : Free Fantasy Story â‡‰ Chasing Trouble (City Shifters: the Pride, #2) â‹® Books Online
City Shifters: the Pride, #2, Chasing Trouble, Layla Nash, Layla Nash. Des milliers de livres avec la livraison chez vous
en 1 jour ou en magasin avec -5% de rÃ©duction.

Chapter 8 : Listen to Audiobooks written by Layla Nash | calendrierdelascience.com
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If you are searched for a book Chasing Trouble (City Shifters: the Pride Book 2) by Layla Nash in pdf form, in that case
you come on to the right site.

Chapter 9 : Chasing Trouble (City Shifters: the Pride) (Volume 2) by Layla Nash ()
Read "Chasing Trouble City Shifters: the Pride, #2" by Layla Nash with Rakuten Kobo. Eloise Deacon has a deadline:
deliver a hyena princess and ten grand in ransom money in less than two days, or Eloise wi.
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